Cell Power Detoxification
Many natural health professionals believe trapped poisons are the
cause of all disease. Because detoxification is so vital in the prevention
of disease it's crucial we take a look at available options.
Detoxification is a very important daily process your body goes
through to make space available for nutrient absorption and
prepare for healing. If cell membranes aren't opening to release
toxins into the blood-stream, cells become more toxic and in
some cases can mutate into other types of cells, including
cancer. Do Cell Power® and Super Silica™ help with cellular
detoxification? They can help and both have distinct roles to
play in cellular detoxification.
Cell Power® has a unique role in health. It can bring energy to
the body at the cellular level. When the cells are powered up,
they will open their cell membrane more easily to release
poisons and cellular debris that have been held in the cells.
Those confined poisons and debris are taking up space needed
for nutrients to sustain and feed the cells. Get rid of the trapped toxins and gain greater
nutrient absorption.
The second way Cell Power® can help with detoxification is with invading organisms. The
sunlight energy in Cell Power® is welcomed and utilized easily by the healthy cells of the
body and good gut bacteria (flora), because they have strong outer membranes. Bad
bacteria (infectious) and parasitic organisms have weaker outer membranes and they can't
handle the energy. Fungus and other organisms have a hard time living when Cell Power®
is around.
Super Silica™ plays a very different role in detoxification.
Silica aids the body in removal of unwanted metals and
chemical toxins. Because of its unique structure Silica
can help the body cleanse itself of undesirable metals and
escort them out of the body. Aluminum is remarkably
easy to remove with Silica. Those of us encountering high
exposure to metals or chemicals (like hair stylists,
mechanics, and those in manufacturing) should consider
daily Silica supplementation to improve the daily
detoxification needed by the cells.
Remember in any detoxification program that EXTRA
WATER is vital to keep the toxins and poisons flowing out of the body after removal from
the cells. Detoxification is only effective and long-lasting when toxins completely exit the
body. Let's get them out with extra water, Cell Power®, and Super Silica™.
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